A joint international seminar addressing the socio-ecological aspects of regional development in maritime regions, the cooperative dimension of transnational governance and the crucial issue of mobility both in terms of logistics (ports, routes, security, labor relations, etc.) and of social-cultural exchange (tourism, migrations, social networks, etc.). (6 ECTS)
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Department of Sociology, University of Zadar
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University of Zadar (Croatia)
University of Teramo (Italy)
University of Montenegro (Montenegro)
National Maritime University of Odessa (Ukraine)
Institute of Sociology, University of Szczecin (Poland)

FINANCED AND SUPPORTED BY
The Adriatic Ionian Initiative
Central European Initiative – University Network

CONTACT PERSONS
Emilio Cocco (ecocco@unizd.hr)
Željka Tonković (zeljka.tonkovic@unizd.hr)
Plan of activities:
Activities consist of lectures, seminars, workshops, desk-work, field-work and group discussions.

VENUE: University of Zadar, Postgraduate seminar room, Mihovila Pavlinovča bb, 2nd floor

24. 09
ARRIVAL IN ZADAR

25. 09
09,00 – 13,00 and
15,00 – 19,00
ARKADIUSZ KOŁODZIEJ
University of Szczecin
Selected techniques of qualitative and quantitative social research (how to conduct research on seafarers)

ROBERT BARTŁOMIEJSKI
University of Szczecin
Port city, maritime community and maritime culture: the case of Zadar

26. 09
09,00 – 13,00 and
15,00 – 19,00
ASPASIA THEODOSIOU
Technological Educational Institute of Epirus
Heterotopia par excellence: the shipping industry in a globalised economy

27. 09
GROUP WORK WITH TUTORS

27 – 29. 09
INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE “SOCIOLOGY AT SEA”

30. 09
09,00 – 13,00 and
15,00 – 19,00
SANJA BAUK
University of Montenegro
Developing blended learning capacities in maritime education: experiences from projects in Montenegro

01. 10
09,00 – 13,00 and
15,00 – 19,00
MYKHAYLO DUBROVSKYY
Odessa National Maritime University
European maritime regions: development of onshore and offshore infrastructure

02. 10
09,00 – 13,00 and
15,00 – 19,00
VALTER ZANIN
University of Padova
Maritime labour relations in world economic systems

03. 10
DEPARTURE OF STUDENTS